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Are you one of those people who believes that dogs are unable to think in

several steps and that they have no concept of time? That they are colour-

blind and must have a strong leader to be well? That the dog listens more
to your tone of voice than your words when you talk? In that case new
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research has some surprises in store for you.

M

uch of what has been believed about how dogs function has shown itself
to be completely false. In The misunderstood dog Per Jensen explains
with objectivity, humour and warmth how research has disproved one

myth after the other. Among other things you will find out why dogs cannot drink
water without spilling it all over the floor, why it is absolutely right to comfort them
if they have hurt themselves, and how the sense of sight of pugs differs from that of
sighthounds.
Per Jensen runs through a number of different misunderstandings that most dog
owners will recognise. For each one he describes research reports which by using
different methods show how matters really are. Researchers have among other things
created experiments in which dogs themselves explain things through their own
behaviour. But the most advanced technology has also been used to map the brains of
dogs and create images of their innermost thoughts. Research has shown that in many
respects we must re-evaluate our ideas on how dogs function - after reading this book
you will no longer view things the same way.
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